Abstract: Fabric hand-feel is an important indicator of textile comprehensive evaluation. In the past century, many achievements have been made in characterization and evaluation of fabric hand-feel. With the development of experimental methods, the electrophysiological technique was used in exploring the formation mechanism and cognitive principle of fabric hand-feel. In this paper, event-related potential (ERP) technique was used in revealing the difference of handfeel between polyester and silk. The exogenous component P2 showed that polyester caused more excitability in human brain. However, the endogenous component P3 indicated that silk caused more soft and comfortable feelings. Even more amazingly, touching fabrics caused significant activation of the visual cortex from the Brain Electrical Activity Mapping (BEAM), and it is also shown that the potential distribution evoked by grasping silk is wider than the polyester's. All the experiment results show that potential variation of the cerebral cortex is closely related to perceptual cognition and process. All the above findings show that event-related potential technique is feasible and effective in detecting the differences of tactile cognition, and it provides objective evidence from neurophysiologic in fabric hand-feel research.
INTRODUCTION
Fabric hand-feel evaluation is a complex and dynamic cognitive process. When fingers move across a fabric's surface, a signal was evoked by tactile receptors, it is transmitted from the receptors, passes via sensory nerves through tracts in the spinal cord into the brain. Finally, the tactile information is processed by the primary somatosensory area which is in the parietal lobe of the cerebral cortex [1] . However, the cognition of fabric hand-feel is not only the tactile signal input and output, but also accompanied by human mental and neurocognitive processes.
Around subjective and objective evaluation of fabric hand-feel, there were already a large number of achievements. In this area, three common methods were adopted for textile tactile research; they are Psychophysical method [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , Physical index method [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and Electrophysiological method [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Many scholars did a lot of research using the first two methods, but due to the limitation, they can't reveal the physiological mechanism of fabric hand-feel, and their results deviated from people's cognitive laws [17] . With the development of technology, electrophysiological technique as a method was introduced into the fabric hand-feel research [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . A handful of scholars recorded the evoked potential *Address correspondence to this author at the National Engineering Laboratory for Modern Silk, Suzhou, China; Tel: 15950055699; E-mail: summer-hades@163.com or discharge rate curve when the human body (such as fingertip, ventral and dorsal forearm) contacts with the fabric's surface, and extracted the characteristic value, then analyzed the relationship between fabric physical properties and characteristic value.
Pan et al. [23, 24] recorded the electromyography signals when fingertip and forearm ventral ran across fabric's surface, discovered that forearm ventral has low resolution for roughness and smoothness. When fingers move parallel along the surface or vertically thrusting the fabric could obtain most sensory information, and the spatial resolution of tactile receptors are shown in Fig. (1) . However, existing research has failed to fully extract sensory information, and physiological data is difficult to distinguish fabrics with unobvious perception differences. Therefore, research of electrophysiology still stays in a qualitative analysis stage.
A few achievements have already been done in electromyography (EMG), but research on fabric hand-feel in electroencephalogram (EEG) has not be reported yet. In this study, event-related potential (ERP) was used in detecting the cognitive differences between polyester and silk. Moreover, it was tried to prove the feasibility of this method and provide an evidence from EEG signal for electrophysiology method in fabric hand-feel research.
METHODS
Principle: ERP are voltage fluctuations in the electroencephalogram (EEG) induced within the brain that is time locked to sensory, motor, or cognitive events. They provide a direct, non-invasive measure of the temporal course of the voltage changes that are extremely sensitive to manipulations of the cognitive context within which the eliciting stimuli are embedded. By contrast, the spatial resolution for the identification of the neural sources generating these signals has been poorly relative to the newer brain imaging techniques [25] . The Principle of Event-Related Potential is shown in Fig. (2) .
Participants: Thirty female graduate students (age range 22-28 years) from Soochow University participated in this experiment. All participants were right-handed, and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of current or past neurological or psychiatric illness and took no medications known to affect the central nervous system. Electrophysiological Recording: EEG was recorded continuously by a set of 30 Ag/AgCl electrodes placed according to the 10/20 system [26] shown as Fig. (3) . The data recording sites were: FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FT7, FC3, FCz, FC4, FT8, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, TP7, CP3, CPz, CP4, TP8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2 and Oz. The tip of the nose was used as reference during recording, and a common average reference was calculated off-line. EEG were sampled at 1000 Hz, with a 0.1-100 Hz band pass using a Neuroscan Nuamps digital amplifiers system. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ.
Stimuli and Task:
The stimuli were 2 kinds of fabrics, polyester and silk, of the same standard, white color and 20 cm ×20 cm size. An oddball paradigm was used, subjects performed both a two-tone oddball task and a tactile oddball task; the task was to distinguish fabrics by touching. In each, standard stimuli (p=0.75) were 1000 Hz tones and targets (p=0.25) were 2000 Hz tones. Along with the target tones occurrence, participants were required to grasp the fabrics in front of them at time interval between each tone for 2 seconds. Participants were tested in a dimly lit room. They sat in a comfortable chair with their eyes closed during the whole process. The process of this experiment is shown in Fig. (4) . Fig. (1) . The spatial resolution of tactile receptors. In many studies, there were many differences between evaluation index and fabric hand-feel by each hand-styles [27] , in general, four hand-styles were usually used in evaluating one property of fabric; they are shown in Fig. (5) . a. Palm natural state down on fabric surface, which is associated with the description of the overall performance of the fabric, such as the sense of comfort, softness, fullness; b. Fingertips contact fabric surface at a certain pressure, sense evaluation and softness of the fabric thickness; c. With fingertips contacting surface of the fabric under natural state, with local or a wide range of movement, the roughness of evaluating fabric, surface morphology, stickslip, finger activity can be circular, can also be a linear movement; d. With five fingers to grasp or pinch the fabric, evaluation of fabric stiffness or softness.
In this experiment, it takes stiffness and softness as research target, so we choose grasping with five fingers to evaluate fabric hand-feel. The hand-style in real experiment is shown in Fig. (6) .
DATA ANALYSES
After overlying and averaging the data for 30 times, the waveform of ERP evoked by polyester and silk was shown in Fig. (7) .
P2 Component:
The P2 component is the second positive peak in the ERP, occurring at around 150 ms to 300 ms after stimulus onset, it is one of the exogenous components in the ERP and depends on stimulus characteristics [28] [29] [30] . As presented in Fig. (7) and Table 1 , the stimuli of polyester elicited higher amplitude of the P2 component than silk ones, and the maximum value of potential evoked by polyester is larger than silk, which showed that the physical characteristics of polyester can cause much more brain excitability than silk.
P3 Component:
The P3 component is the third positive peak in the ERP; it is usually largest at parietal and central electrode locations with a peak time of about 300-600 ms after stimulus onset [31] [32] [33] , so P3 is also called P300. P3 (or Fig. (4) . The process of this experiment.
Fig. (5).
Hand-style in fabric hand-feel evaluation. Fig. (6) . The photo of hand-style in real experiment. P300) reflects cognitive processing, such as stimulus densifications and elaboration, and its amplitude is thought to reflect resource allocation of attention [34] [35] [36] . The amplitude and latency of this component can be used as the markers of the cognitive processes. Many researches show that there is a close contact between the P300 wave and fabric tactile, different softness of fabrics cause the difference of P300 amplitude. In other words, the fabrics with soft, smooth and comfortable feelings evoked the lower P300 amplitude, whereas the rough or uncomfortable fabrics caused the higher amplitude [37] . As presented in Table 1 , polyester automatically elicited higher amplitudes of the P3 component than silk, it means that participants feel more soft and comfortable when they grasp the silk. In conclusion, the amplitude of P3 component can be used as the physiological evidence to distinguish the softness, smoothness and comfort of fabrics.
Brain Topographic Map:
Brain topographic map refers to the brain waves of internal power spectrum. Values expressed in different colors of spherical scalp are exhibited through a simple figure, as one of the important ways to study brain function and clinical diagnosis, which are widely used. The topographic map in 290-310 ms is shown in Fig.  (8) .
An amazing finding that we can see from Fig. (8) is that in this tactile exam, participants grasp fabrics to evaluate the hand-feel without visual assistance. However, the visual cortex was activated by both polyester and silk in the process of touch sense and judgment, and the activation area evoked by silk was much larger than the polyester. We deduce that the reason of this phenomenon may be associated with the learning procedure of human. Almost every human learns and understands the world through the eyes, when we recognize the fabrics only by touch, we may visualize a scene in our brain according to our experience in daily life. But the physiological mechanism and cognitive principle still need further verification.
CONCLUSION
In this research, the event-related potential method was used in fabric hand-feel evaluation. The fine-grained temporal information provided by scalp-recorded and intracranial ERP data converge suggested that the polyester caused more excitability in human brain. Moreover, silk gave more soft and comfortable feelings than polyester. In a word, the event-related potentials technology is a feasible and effective method used in fabric hand-feel research.
